Techniques available for improving power efficiency in wireless designs

In the DC/DC converter design arena, there are two key areas for consideration when it comes to maximizing power efficiency: conversion efficiency and thermal management.

In an ideal situation, the input voltage range would be tailored to be as close to the output voltage as possible in order to achieve optimal efficiency. In reality, system designers are often challenged to develop a system solution that can be implemented globally, where different BUS voltages such as 3.3V, 5V, 9.6V or 12V may be present. Today, designers can typically choose from modules that have relatively wide input ranges of either 2.4V to 5.5V or 8.4V to 14V, but these only address limited nominal input voltages. In the near future, Murata Power Solutions will begin to offer devices with an even wider input voltage range of 4.5V to 14V thereby enabling coverage of 5V, 9.6V and 12V nominal input voltages with one DC/DC converter.
Having widened the input voltage range, Murata Power Solutions is still able to minimise conversion losses – and therefore maximise efficiency - by using ‘dead time control’ also sometimes known as ‘adaptive gate drive’. This technique uses precise control circuitry to minimise the delay (to the sub nano-second region) between when the rectifier MOSFET turns off and the main switch turns on and vice-versa – a basic function of most DC/DC converters. By keeping dead time to a minimum, the voltage and current spikes that are contributors to poor efficiency are also minimized. This technique brings an additional benefit: improved EMI performance of the DC/DC converter.

Last but certainly not least is the application of sound thermal management techniques. As form factors continue to shrink, designers face the challenge of dissipating power via increasingly smaller surface areas. Industry leaders such as Murata Power solutions employ novel thermal management techniques to maximize the available surface area for heat transfer. By optimising the conversion efficiency of the DC/DC and making best use of the available surface area for conduction cooling, improved derating performance at high ambient temperatures can be achieved.
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